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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2015. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English . Brand New.
In his latest Vampire Earth novel, national bestselling author E.E. Knight delivers a thrilling
adventure when David Valentine s loyal Lieutenant Alessa Duvalier disobeys his orders and finds
herself uncovering a betrayal. While out scouting in southern Indiana, Alessa Duvalier comes across
a Kurian Conference being attended by every major military sect the Kurians have in the Midwest.
Taking advantage of the strategic opportunity to cripple their enemy, Alessa and her warriors strike
and achieve victory only to discover an even greater threat to humanity. Most of the world s
resistance leaders and the Lifeweavers are gathering for a peace conference in Helsinki, Finland,
and according to the intelligence materials Alessa recovered during her raid, the Kurians have
already inserted an agent among the delegates. David Valentine is chosen to be head of security for
the Army of Kentucky representatives and Alessa ignores his order to stay behind. Now, thrust into a
lethal intrigue that threatens the entire peace process, she learns that the Kurian agent may be the
least of her concerns. For the Lifeweavers themselves are about to reveal something that will
devastate the Resistance.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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